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Motivation Approach 
Macro Model Experiment 
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Goal: Early-alert risk-aware battery management system 
Stochastic and optimal model-predictive control with constraints 
SEI decomposition 
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Thermal runaway is 
successfully observed 
at extreme condition 
under low heat 
transfer coefficient 
and thermal 
conductivity.  
Degradation models at high temperature include: 
• Solid electrolyte interface (SEI) decomposition 
(CH2OCO2Li)2  Li2CO3 + C2H4 + CO2 + 0.5 O2 
• SEI formation (Electrolyte decomposition) 
2 C3H4O3 (EC) + 2 e
– + 2 Li+  (CH2OCO2Li)2 + C2H4  
• Electrolyte evaporation 
C3H4O3 (liquid)  C3H4O3 (gas) 
Simulation of 
differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) for 
SEI decomposition and 
formation.  
Heat rate is 5K/min. 
Micro Model 
Complete sequential procedure (simplified): 
Update of uncertain model predictions with measurements  
via Bayes‘ theorem: 
System model: 
Measurement model: 
Solution of model equations with a particle filter: 
• Continuous probability density is discretized by particles 
(individual model runs)  
• Measurement update via reweighting of the particles 
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Prediction of cell core 
temperature as a 
function of surface 
temperature for a 
number of simulation 
runs under 
uncertainty 
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General characterization 
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Abuse 
experiments 
such as short 
circuit, nail 
penetration and 
overcharge will 
be conducted. 
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3D simulation 
3D simulation is compared 
with 1D simulation under 
nominal discharge operation 
in 1 hour (1C rate). 
 
3D, 2D and 1D model of single cell 
will be investigated using COMSOL 
Temperature distribution 
of 3D cell model 
 
